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Innovation in microfluidics-based biological research has been aided by the growing accessibility of versa-

tile microscale fabrication techniques, particularly in rapid prototyping of elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) based devices. However, the use of PDMS presents considerable and often unexpected limitations,

particularly in interpreting and validating biological data. To rapidly prototype microfluidic culture systems

in conventional plastics commonly used in cell culture, we developed ‘thermal scribing’, a one-step micro-

machining technique in which thermoplastics are locally patterned by a heated tip, moving in user-

controlled patterns. To demonstrate and study the thermal scribing process, we modified an inexpensive

desktop hobby craft cutter with a soldering iron to scribe micropatterns on polystyrene substrates. The

thermal scribing technique is useful for creating a variety of channel profiles and geometries, which cannot

be readily achieved using other microfabrication approaches. The entire fabrication process, including

post-processing operations needed to fabricate devices, can be completed within a few hours without the

need for skilled engineering expertise or expensive equipment. We apply this technique to demonstrate

that induction of functional neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) can be significantly enhanced over previ-

ous studies, when experiments are conducted in microfluidic channels prototyped in an appropriate mate-

rial. These results ultimately inform the design of neutrophil culture systems and suggest that the inherent

ability of neutrophils to form NETs may have been significantly under-reported.

1. Introduction

The capacity for microfluidic systems to handle small sample
volumes, with high experimental throughput in a portable
and easy-to-prototype format has significantly impacted the
fields of tissue engineering,1 single cell biology,2 drug discov-
ery,3,4 synthetic biology,5 and point-of-care diagnostics.6 Inno-
vation in these areas has been driven by simple and readily-
accessible fabrication technologies, in which engineers and
scientists may rapidly prototype, iterate and refine proof-of-
concept elastomeric devices that have been uniquely designed
to study their system of interest. However, use of these elasto-
meric polymer systems to construct devices may significantly
and unexpectedly impact biological function,7–9 suggesting
the need to rapidly prototype devices in alternative materials

more commonly used in biological studies. Here, we present
a simple, well-controlled, and readily accessible thermal scrib-
ing process to rapidly produce customized microfluidic de-
vices in polystyrene materials, and demonstrate the potential
impact of the selected construction material on the produc-
tion of neutrophil extracellular traps in microfluidic systems.

Although rarely used in commercial-scale applications,10

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the de facto standard material
of choice for microfabricated systems in most academic labs,11

based on the gas permeability, low toxicity, accessibility and
ease of processing of the material to create micron- to milli-
meter scale features. Though the fabrication technique in-
volved in making the mold for PDMS soft lithography often re-
quires the use of an expensive cleanroom facility, novel alterna-
tive techniques are being developed to fabricate microfluidic
devices using a xurographer to cut channels directly in PDMS
sheets,12 or create soft lithography master molds in multilay-
ered materials.13–16 However, PDMS presents significant down-
stream challenges in interpreting data from biomicrofluidic ex-
periments.17 For example, elastomeric channels may deform
under high pressure flow, altering experimental conditions;
and are known to alter surface functionalization properties over
time.18 More broadly, PDMS materials leach oligomers from
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the bulk substrates into the cell culture solution, which influ-
ences biological function,7,8 and the polymer matrix itself
serves as a relatively infinite sink to sequester hydrophobic
small molecules such as hormones and therapeutic candi-
dates.9 Hence, if these molecules are involved, experimental
culture protocols that have been carefully and painstakingly de-
veloped on conventional plastic materials cannot be directly
transferred to PDMS devices. This in turn makes it extremely
challenging to interpret experimental results generated in
PDMS devices compared to conventional culture systems, and
could significantly interfere with bioassay results.

Alternative materials including thermoplastic polymers
such as poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA), cyclic olefin copol-
ymers (COC), polycarbonate (PC), polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), polyimide (PI), have been demonstrated as ro-
bust material platforms to generate disposable microfluidic
devices.19–22 In particularly, polystyrene is considered the
gold standard for cell culture used in all Petri-dish type plat-
forms, because it promotes cell attachment, does not seques-
ter or leach molecules, is optically transparent for imaging
purposes, and is compatible with high-volume manufacturing
processes. Microfluidic devices constructed in polystyrene
would therefore enable direct protocol transfer, and apples-
to-apples comparisons with the established body of literature
for a broad variety of biological systems.

Polystyrene devices can be fabricated via several
techniques,23–27 but these techniques each have significant lim-
itations for academic research laboratories that require low vol-
ume prototyping and frequent design iterations. For example,
hot embossing28 and injection molding29 are best suited for
mass production of thermoplastic devices and have extremely
high initial tooling costs, making iteration on designs a prohib-
itively expensive process. 3D printing and additive manufactur-
ing technologies are also being developed for various mate-
rials,30 but require significant initial investment in equipment,
and relatively slow print-times for device production. The utility
of these techniques are summarized in Table 1 in terms of their
technical capabilities, cost comparison and quality of the fin-
ished part among others. More generally, each of these tech-
niques requires specialized engineering knowledge and skill
sets, making it even more challenging to produce devices on-
site in a conventional biological research lab.

In this work, we present ‘thermal scribing’, an easily ac-
cessible rapid prototyping technique that can be used to
make microfluidic devices in thermoplastic materials. This
technique is based on using a heated ‘pen’ to locally heat

thermoplastics to above the glass transition temperature in
user-defined patterns. By placing the temperature-controlled
tool in a commercially available and inexpensive desktop
craft cutter, the tool can move along a defined path, carving
micro channels directly on plastic substrates. By controlling
the heat flux (through methods such as temperature varia-
tions, machining speeds, and proximity of the tool to the
plastic) and the tool tip profile, a wide variety of micro-
channel configurations can be rapidly prototyped in plastic.

We demonstrate the practicality and utility of this technique
by stimulating the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps
(NETs) in a microfluidic channel. NET formation (NETosis)31

occurs when neutrophils release their DNA into the extracellu-
lar environment, forming a protein web that can trap circulat-
ing bodies, and has been implicated in a wide variety of patho-
genic and homeostatic disease processes.32–35 While a few
research groups have successfully initiated NETosis in PDMS
microfluidic channels through stimulation with phorbyl 12-
myristate 13-acetate (PMA),36 PMA is a small hydrophobic mol-
ecule37 that may be sequestered in the bulk PDMS, which could
potentially affect NET formation and function. We compared
PMA-activation of NETS in PDMS and polystyrene channels,
and demonstrate that the presence of silicone rubbers signifi-
cantly abrogates NET formation in human neutrophils, which
therefore impacts the study of this phenomenon in conven-
tional microfluidic systems.

2. Materials and methods

Unless otherwise stated, all cell culture materials and sup-
plies were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, ON),
and chemicals from Sigma Aldrich (Oakville, ON).

Materials and fabrication

The protocol developed to fabricate thermally-scribed polysty-
rene microfluidic chips is outlined in Fig. 1. A commercially
available desktop hobby craft cutter (KNK Zing; Klic-N-Kut;
Apopka, FL, USA) costs ∼$500 and was modified for thermal
scribing by adding a soldering iron (Mudder 60 W iron) to
the cutting head. To do so, a rubber stopper was cored to
support and thermally isolate the soldering iron, placed di-
rectly into the craft cutter tool holder, and locked in place
with a screw clamp. Replaceable soldering iron tool tips can
be controlled between 200 and 400 °C, and selected based on
desired channel cross-section. Control software (Make the

Table 1 Manufacturing capability and critical limitations of existing microfluidic fabrication techniques

Existing microfluidic fabrication techniques

Soft lithography Injection molding Hot embossing Laser machining Micro milling 3D printing

Polystyrene fabrication X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Complex channel profiles X ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓

On-the-fly iterations X X X ✓ ✓ ✓

Large area machining ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X
Optical quality surface finish ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X
Basic start-up costs (<$10 000) X X X X X ✓
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Cut; Muskego, WI) was then used to define the cutting speed,
force and patterns generated as needed.

Surface machining

Polystyrene sheets (Plaskolite; Columbus, OH, USA) of 1 mm
thickness were fed into the craft cutter and clamped under the
cutters' cylindrical roller supports. The soldering iron was con-
trolled at 200 °C for all described experiments. As the heated
tool runs across the work part, the plastic material is locally
melted in the heat-affected zone, creating channel features. For
the structures reported in this work, an initial rough cut was
used for bulk removal of material, and a second finishing cut
at the same cutting speed was used to remove material debris.
During this process, the re-flown plastic accumulates on either
side of the channels and solidifies. These ridges are easily re-
moved when cool by gently scraping the surface with a razor
blade. Samples were then sonicated in a water bath at room
temperature for 5 minutes, and dried under compressed air to
remove any debris remaining from the machining process.
Where applicable, surface roughness was reduced (ESI† Fig. S1)
by vapour-phase solvent smoothing,38 in which the device sur-
faces were exposed to a vapor of acetone and thereafter heated
at a temperature below glass transition temperature. Clean
polystyrene substrates were enclosed in a Petri dish with a pa-
per towel soaked in acetone, sealed using a parafilm and placed
in an oven at 70 °C for 20 minutes.

Device characterization

To study the cross-sectional channel parameters of the de-
vices in detail, inverse replicas of the polystyrene microfluidic
channels were cast in Sylgard 184 PDMS (Dow Corning).
Briefly, a 10 : 1 mass ratio of pre-polymer to curing agent of
was mixed, degassed, poured on the machined plastic surface
and cured in a convection oven at 70 °C for 2 hours. The
cured PDMS was easily peeled from the plastic surface, diced
and imaged under the microscope. Results are reported as

the average channel dimensions from two cross sections, for
at least three separately fabricated channels.

Surface bonding and enclosed channel fabrication

Microstructured surfaces were sealed against flat polystyrene
substrates using a simple thermal fusion bonding process,39

in which the two polystyrene pieces were placed in contact,
clamped between two glass slides, and heated in an oven for
30–60 minutes at slightly less than the glass transition tem-
perature of the material (∼100 °C).40 Polymer chains diffuse
between the mating surfaces of the softened plastic creating
a strong fusion bond without altering chemical properties of
the material. Connector tubes with 0.03″ inner diameter and
0.09″ outer diameter (EW-06419-03, Cole Parmer, Canada)
were press fitted into the inlet/outlet ports and a layer of two
part epoxy (LePage) was applied at the joint seal. Prior to any
cell culture experiments, channels were rinsed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and exposed to germicidal
UV light for 5 minutes. For comparison purposes, fully PDMS
channels were formed by replica molding (as outlined in the
Device characterization section) and plasma-oxidation in-
duced permanent bonding, following conventional proto-
cols.11 Hybrid PS–PDMS devices were prepared with thermally
scribed microfluidic channels on PS substrates and weakly
bonded to a PDMS substrate via plasma oxidation. All oxygen
plasma treatments were performed in a PlasmaEtch chamber
(2 minutes, 200 mTorr pressure, 20 ccm flow rate, and 60 W
RF power). In addition to enabling substrate bonding, oxygen
plasma treatment also enhanced cell adhesion on both PS
and PDMS substrates.

Simulations and modelling

To study the evolution of the heat-affected zone during ma-
chining, finite element analysis (FEA) was carried out in
COMSOL v.5.2a (Comsol Inc.; Burlington, MA, USA) by solv-
ing the heat conduction equation based on Fourier's law. A
two-dimensional model was developed to simulate the tip of

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the thermal scribing fabrication cycle with their typical time duration. The process involves using a hobbyist
desktop craft cutter, modified with a soldering tool to thermally scribe CAD-designed channels into plastic materials. Surface roughness is then re-
duced using vapour phase acetone treatment, fluidic ports are created and fusion bonding is performed at elevated temperature to seal the device.
Microfluidic devices can be produced in plastic materials within two hours of the CAD file being completed.
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the tool machining the plastic material at different cutting
speeds. Although not perfectly accurate for tips with varying
cross sectional geometries, such as a circle, this served as a
first approximation for a tip passing over a plastic surface.
One side of the two-dimensional domain was partitioned to
include a fixed temperature boundary condition of 200 °C.
The area of the work part was considered much larger than
the size of the tool, to assign an insulation boundary condi-
tion for the plastic. The thermal conductivity and the heat ca-
pacity of the plastic material were taken as 0.033 W m−1 K−1

and 1400 J kg−1 K−1 respectively. Mesh sensitivity analysis
and optimization was performed such that the coefficient of
variation was <5%. The time evolution of the spatial temper-
ature distribution in the plastic material was reported, and
compared with experimentally-obtained channel profiles
achieved using different cutting speeds.

Cell culture protocols

All cell culture experiments were performed in straight micro-
fluidic channels with width 500 μm, height of 250 μm, and
length 25 mm, fabricated in either polystyrene plastic or PDMS
(using replica molding), and sealed against a polystyrene sur-
face by fusion bonding, or PDMS surface by plasma oxidation.
All incubations were conducted at 37 °C and 5% carbon diox-
ide. IMR-90 fetal lung fibroblasts (ATCC; stably transfected to
express red fluorescent protein) were obtained as a gift from
Dr. M. Park (McGill University), and sub-cultured according to
manufacturer-prescribed protocols. Human neutrophils were
isolated from the whole blood of healthy donors using a den-
sity gradient separation technique,41 and stained with 1 μg
mL−1 Ly6G-APC (e-bioscience). Neutrophils were introduced
into the channels in a suspension of 106 cells per mL, while si-
multaneously being labelled with 5 μM sytox orange, with or
without 500 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) to stim-
ulate the formation of extracellular traps, as per existing proto-
cols.36,41 Neutrophil NETosis was then assessed by fluorescent
image analysis. To demonstrate the functional activity of the
formed NETs, channels were then connected to a syringe
pump, and unattached neutrophils were washed away under
flow at 3.5 μL min−1 for 10 minutes. Murine Lewis lung carci-
noma cell subline H59, transfected to express GFP42 were
maintained and sub-cultured in RPMI-1640 medium
containing 10% FBS, 100 μg ml−1 penicillin, 100 μg ml−1 strep-
tomycin, and 300 μg ml−1 glutamine; and flowed into the chan-
nels at 3.5 μL min−1 for 10 minutes to test cancer cell adhesion
to the neutrophil extracellular traps.

Image analysis and statistics

Adhesion density was calculated as the number of adhered
neutrophils per square millimeter of the microfluidic chan-
nel surface. The formation of neutrophil extracellular traps
under various experimental conditions was quantified manu-
ally in ImageJ (NIH), in which the NETs ratio was calculated
as the fraction of those neutrophils exhibiting classical NET
morphology (extruded strands, flattened morphology). All

comparisons were made using one- or two-way ANOVA analy-
ses with Tukey post-hoc comparisons (SigmaStat; Systat Soft-
ware, San Jose, CA), and graphical data is reported as means
± standard error for at least n = 3 independent experiments.

3. Results and discussion
Thermal scribing fabrication capabilities

The thermal scribing methodology presented here (Fig. 1) can
be used to rapidly produce high-quality microfluidic channels
in thermoplastic polymers. Fabrication can be conducted by
users with minimal training and microfabrication expertise,
and prototype devices in polystyrene can be produced within
90 minutes once a suitable CAD file is created. The craft cutter
used here can handle a maximum width of 16 inch for the
work part, useful for large area microfabrication, or creating
multiple channels on the same work part ideally suited for low
volume prototyping. In contrast, standard casting-based lithog-
raphy techniques typically use 4–6 inch diameter wafers. The
described thermal scribing fabrication equipment has the ad-
vantages of low setup costs, and excellent portability both
within and between collaborating labs. Hence, in comparison
with other fabrication techniques (Table 1), thermal scribing
provides some unique advantages, particularly for rapid experi-
mentation with conventional biological plastics.

To illustrate the utility of this strategy, we integrated polysty-
rene microfluidic channels into standard plastic well-plates
(Fig. 2A), which would allow culture of cells on conventional
surfaces, under microfluidically-controlled flow conditions
while facilitating standard image-based analysis techniques.
Fluorescent images were easily captured (Fig. 2B) and phase
contrast bright field imaging was greatly improved through the
described vapour-phase surface roughness reduction technique
(Fig. S2†). Expected cell behaviour is observed in the PS micro-
fluidic channels developed using the thermal scribing method-
ology, including spreading and proliferation as demonstrated
with IMR90 fibroblasts over 24 hours of culture (Fig. 2B and
S2†). We further demonstrate the ability to create single devices
with gradually varying cross-sectional dimensions (Fig. 2C),
which may have applications in parametrically manipulating
applied fluid shear in such culture systems, and cannot be
achieved using conventional single-layer photolithography-
based fabrication strategies. Finally, we demonstrate that this
technique can be applied to create substantially more advanced
three-dimensional devices using multilayer construction strate-
gies. Here, channels are scribed back-to-back on the same sub-
strate, connected by vias and fusion-bonded as a stack
(Fig. 2D), to create a 3D multilayer flow architecture.

Channel cross-section dimensions

Channel cross-section profiles play an important role in spe-
cialized microfluidic applications. For example, integrated
nanovalves require rounded fluidic channels that can be
completely sealed when a flexible membrane is pressurized,
allowing control or actuation of flow.43 Reasoning that heated
tool tip profiles can be used to create channels with broadly
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varying profiles, various tool tips were swapped in to create
channels with triangular, rounded, flat-bottomed and trape-
zoidal cross-sections (Fig. 3), using the same process. Similar
structures would be extremely challenging to fabricate using
conventional photolithography techniques. Features that
range in depth from 20 μm to 1 mm can be readily fabri-
cated. Feature widths are dictated by the cutting tool avail-
able, but can be manipulated easily based on cutting speed
and cutting force. Deep (low cutting speed) or shallow (high
cutting speed) features can be formed using the same tool tip
(Fig. 3). The global placement of features is limited by the
craft cutter positioning resolution of 25 μm, which is more
than sufficient for most polystyrene microfluidic layout
applications.

Scribing process modeling

Channel features can be fabricated by manipulating a wide
variety of parameters including cutting speed, cutting force,

tool profile, and tool temperature. Hence, a process model
is required to understand the relative impact of these pa-
rameters and obtain desired channel parameters on de-
mand. We reasoned that channel profiles are dependent on
(1) the mechanical abrasive force applied by the tool onto
the surface; and (2) the heat transfer properties between
machining tool and material, and the glass transition tem-
perature of that material. We developed two process models
to decouple these operational modes, each of which has dis-
tinct advantages.

To minimize any effects of heat transfer on channel dimen-
sions, we set the tool height such that a physical stop limits the
depth to which it can sink into the material, even under maxi-
mum applied cutting force. Under these conditions, a force
threshold was established at 75% of the maximum cutting force
(equivalent to ∼560 gram-force), above which channels were re-
liably fabricated with consistent depths, regardless of cutting
speed (Fig. 4A). Controlling the channel depth in this manner
produces precise and repeatable results, but control over

Fig. 2 Capabilities of the thermal scribing technique. (A) Polystyrene microfluidic channels can be integrated directly into standard biological
culture plasticware, including 6-well plates. These systems allow (B) culture of fluorescently labeled IMR90 fibroblasts over 24 hours, demonstrat-
ing normal spreading and proliferation within thermally-scribed plastic microfluidic channels. More advanced structures can also be fabricated by
thermal scribing including (C) a spiral microfluidic channel, with gradually varying cross-sectional dimensions (obtained using PDMS replica mold-
ing of the scribed channel); and (D) three-dimensional microfluidic devices formed by multilayer construction strategies. Channels (ch1 and ch2)
are scribed back-to-back on the same substrate, connected by vias and fusion-bonded as a stack to create a multilayer flow architecture.
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absolute channel depth is dictated by manual positioning of
the tool, which may vary in accuracy and depends on user skill.

Alternatively, varying cutting speed influences the total
time for which the tool is in contact with a given point on
the surface, which affects the total heat transferred from the
tip of the tool to the plastic within that residence time. The
time taken for the soldering iron to scribe one inch of plastic
was measured for different speed settings, and the residence
time associated with each cutting speed is the time taken by
the tool tip to travel a distance equal to its width. Thus, for a
given size of the tool tip, the temperature distribution in the
plastic can be predicted by translating the cutting speeds to
the residence time, using a finite element analysis. The tip of
a flat-ended tool was modeled as a boundary on the plastic
domain, with an associated temperature boundary condition
(Fig. 4B). This simple model predicts a substantial variation
in temperature profiles for different cutting speeds. The x-
and y-spatial temperature distribution in the plastic material
was then calculated for different cutting speeds (Fig. 4C).
While the temperature variation along the x-axis is minimal
for different residence times, there is a significant variation
in the y-direction, suggesting that cutting time for a given
tool tip primarily alters the depth of the carved channel, with
only minimal impact on channel width. Comparing these
simulation results with channel profiles obtained for differ-
ent cutting speeds (Fig. 4D) showed strong agreement be-
tween model and experiment. Since channel geometry and
profile can be controlled independently through tool selec-
tion and tuning the machining parameters appropriately, we
provide a parametric look-up graph relating cutting tool
width and cutting speed with expected channel width and
depth (Fig. 4E) to fabricate custom devices.

NET formation is influenced by channel material

Cell-substrate adhesion simultaneously stimulates several
adhesion receptors, which has been previously demon-
strated to enhance NETosis.44 Since culture substrate mate-
rial plays a critical role in adhesion, we first confirmed that
initial adhesion was not statistically distinct between PDMS
and PS surfaces (Fig. 5A, p = 0.121), with or without PMA
activation (p > 0.05, data not shown). These results indicate
that adhesion differences do not select sub-populations of
cells based on attachment, when compared to experiments
on PDMS surfaces. When stimulated with 500 nM of PMA,
NET activation was significantly enhanced on polystyrene
devices (∼65%) within 30 minutes, compared to hybrid de-
vices (PDMS channels bonded to PS surfaces; ∼35%, p <

0.002) or PDMS-only devices (∼21%, p < 0.001; Fig. 5B).
Since PMA is a reasonably small hydrophobic molecule,37

we, like others,36 believe it is being sequestered in PDMS
and the reduced bioavailability of this activation agent de-
creases the fraction of neutrophils undergoing NETosis in
microchannels fabricated partially or fully with PDMS. Fi-
nally, to confirm that the NETs formed in these devices are
functionally active, a cancer cell capture assay was devel-
oped and performed (Fig. 5C). At high flow rates, NETs
could be disrupted due to shear forces generated by flow,
and hence all experiments were performed at low flow rates
of ∼3.5 μL min−1. Cancer cells (labelled green) flowed over
the NETs were selectively immobilized at the sites of NET
formation in clustered patterns typical of this kind of assay
conventionally done in macroscale flow chambers,33 demon-
strating that NETs formed in the polystyrene channels
retain their functionality.

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional images of microfluidic channels obtained with different cutting tool tips. (A–E) show the cutting tool tip profiles that results
in triangular, circular, curved, rectangular, and trapezoidal channel profiles respectively. The dimensions of the channels can be varied between 25
μm to 1 mm by adjusting the cutting speed.
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Discussion

Quantifying the percentage of NET release in culture is often
used as a surrogate metric for NET quality.45 It has previously

been established that only ∼30–40% of neutrophils in culture
produce NETs when stimulated with 500 nM of PMA.33,36 In
PDMS-based microfluidic devices, ∼40% of neutrophils undergo
NETosis under PMA stimulation even when treated for several

Fig. 4 Thermal scribing process modeling. (A) Experimental measurement of the effects of cutting force on the depth of cut in polystyrene (data
presented as normalized to the depth obtained at maximum cutting force). When the maximum cutting force is reduced by 25%, the depth of cut
varies by 8%. (B) Finite element models based on (i) geometry simulating a flat, 200 μm wide tool in contact with the surface were used to predict
the distribution of heat in the polystyrene material at cutting speeds of (ii) 1 mm s−1 and (iii) 11 mm s−1, demonstrating why increased cutting speed
results in shallow channels. (C) Simulated variations in temperature from the edge of the tool tip along the (i) x and (ii) y axes based on different
cutting speeds suggests that cutting speed primarily alters channel depth, while maintaining channel width. (D) When compared with experimental
results for (i) cut width and (ii) cut depth, the finite element simulations adequately predict channel dimensions (n = 3, mean ± SEM). (E) The
developed models were applied to predict (i) widths and (ii) depths of the microfluidic channels obtained for different tool sizes (100–500 μm) at
various cutting speeds.
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hours,36 matching our experimental observations for NETosis in
hybrid PDMS–PS channels. Although the underlying reasons for
this increase remain unknown, it may be due to elevated auto-
crine signaling concentration in confined microfluidic channels.
Interestingly, we observe a significant increase in NETosis in
polystyrene microfluidic channels (∼65%) than is ordinarily
seen under stimulation with 500 nM or more of PMA. We believe
that this effect may be caused by the sequestration of hydropho-
bic PMA molecules by PDMS, given the well-known ability of
PDMS to absorb small hydrophobic molecules such as estro-
gen.9,17 This further suggests that the original macroscale flow
experiments may have been influenced by the presence of sili-
cone rubber, often used in connective tubing or as a gasket in
parallel plate flow chambers. The higher NETs fraction observed
with polystyrene microfluidic channels may hence be more rep-

resentative of in vivo neutrophil NETosis, and this work thus pro-
vides further evidence that use of PDMS materials significantly
impacts biological outcomes in microfabricated devices.

More broadly, the described thermal scribing technique
offers considerable benefits for researchers interested in
using thermoplastics for biomicrofluidic device development.
The initial setup (<$1k) and production costs (<$2 per de-
vice) present low barriers to adoption, and the setup can be
readily re-tooled and repositioned within minutes to easily
specify the required channel dimensions and channel pro-
files. Furthermore, bonding and sealing devices, typically a
weak-point in elastomeric device fabrication, is reliable and
does not require expensive plasma-cleaning equipment. The
simple solvent exposure technique that was developed to re-
duce surface roughness (Fig. S1†) is applicable to a range of

Fig. 5 Application of plastic microfluidic channels to create functional neutrophil extracellular traps by stimulation with PMA. (A) Initial neutrophil
adhesion to polystyrene and PDMS surfaces are not statistically different (p = 0.121). (B) When stimulated with PMA, neutrophils in (i) PDMS or
hybrid PS–PDMS channels exhibited low levels of NET activation, while (ii) a significant fraction of neutrophils in polystyrene-only devices
underwent NETosis. (iii) Quantitative comparison of NETosis levels based on morphological analysis in silicone vs. plastic channels (n = 3, mean ±

SEM). No NETosis was observed without PMA stimulation. (C) To confirm that the microfluidically-formed NETs are functional, a simple cancer cell
capture assay was developed. (i) Neutrophils are first allowed to adhere onto the channel surface. (ii) The neutrophils are stimulated with PMA to
form characteristic NET structures, and (iii) murine lung carcinoma cells (labelled green), are found to attach selectively to regions where NETs
have been initiated.
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different plastics manufactured by different methods. Several
devices of different design contours can be fabricated on the
same plastic sheet, which is ideal for rapid low volume fabri-
cation. Finally, the data presented demonstrates the need to
carefully consider the device fabrication material, particularly
at the experimental prototyping stage, to ensure robust and
realistic function for certain biological systems.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have developed a simple and accessible rapid
prototyping technique using a hobbyist benchtop craft cutter and
a temperature controlled soldering tool, to develop microfluidic
devices on thermoplastics. The thermal scribing technique
proves to be a highly cost effective alternative to fabricating
microfluidic channels directly on plastics, compared to conven-
tional plastic machining techniques. The synthesis of plastic
based microfluidic channels through this simple prototyping
process simplifies the process of integrating microfluidics into
existing plastic based culture platforms such as multiwall plates
and culture dishes, enabling direct transfer of experimental pro-
tocols and comparison between macroscale culture controls.
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